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I. INTRODUCTION
The rapid growth of security sensitive multimedia content generated by various human explorations on the outer space, such as the Mars Exploration, has brought challenges on the current deep-space network capacity and bandwidth [1] [2] . Future Inter-Planetary Multimedia Networks (IPMN) will meet the demands of multimedia communication among the orbiters, space crafts and the relay station on planets.
In the bandwidth and energy constrained IPMN, each user is allocated with limited resource due to time-varying channel conditions. As shown in Figure 1 , three factors should be carefully traded off to increase the video authentication quality while keeping to the resource limitations. Traditional authentication schemes regardless of network capacity fail to meet these objectives simultaneously. On one hand, the cost of video quantization and compression level is not guaranteed to satisfy the resource constraints while allocating secure data in the middle. On the other hand, offering data integrity in a fixed mode may cause blackouts in the IPMN without allocating proper bits in the network protocol domain in the time-varying lossy channel conditions. Therefore, efficient resource allocation schemes for high-quality authenticated stream delivery are desired to solve the current problems. Figure 1 Resource-constrained source-authentication-channel optimization for IPMN Recently, multimedia authentication is largely advanced in the research area. The authors in [3] found that current authentication mechanisms would have security risks after some nodes were compromised. To defend the attack, they divided the sensing area into several cells and also built a logical cell. The result shows a high security improve under this framework. In [4] , the author proposed a collaborative transmission scheme to solve large sized image via wireless sensor network. In this paper, the limited resources and security requirement have been considered as conditions. By designing the approach without using any key distribution and management, they avoided any key management problem. Overlooking the security, the authors of [5] reported the security risk on current sensor platforms. Instead of focusing on securing the propagation of code images, the author proposes a sequence of light weight techniques to reduce the risk. The research in [6] focused on end-to-end media authentication schemes, and proposed a quality-optimized authentication algorithm. Using the packet success decode and authenticate rate, they found the quality of the authenticated media to optimize the transmit performance. Focusing on the base station model, [7] investigated three authentication schemes and proposed their own user based authentication schemes. By using identity-bit commitment, this new scheme overcomes the problems in current authentication scheme. In [8] , the authors put forward a rate-distortion-authentication (R-D-A) optimized streaming technique for H.264 video authentication and transmission. Based on the authentication dependency and packet-level visual importance, the end to end distortion of authenticated video content is minimized. The researchers of [9] proposed an authentication resource allocation scheme for secure wireless multimedia streaming by joint considering the multimedia authenticity and energy consumption. A link-layer energy-distortion hash chain in JPEG 2000 streaming is modeled in order to optimize the authenticated distortion reduction in energy budget constraints.
All the aforementioned works focus on the source rate control and authentication rate control, without considering the network protocol overhead control. To the best of our knowledge, there is no such study, in the literature, about trading off the source coding rate, the authentication rate and the network protocol overhead. In contrast, we propose a simplified network resource allocation scheme named SAP (Source-Authentication-Protocol) to provide secure multimedia content delivery while keeping to limited bits-resource constraints in IPMN. The distortion reduction brought by l-th quantization level in the i-th frame of the reconstructed video
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, a framework of the mathematical resource allocation optimization model is formulated with bits-budget constraint. In Section III, the trade-offs between the source coding rate, the authentication rate and the network protocol overhead is analyzed in details. In Section IV, we propose the algorithm to solve this optimization problem. Section V shows the simulation results and studies the performance analysis of relevant cases. The conclusion is drawn in Section VI. Table I shows the notations and major symbols used in equations defined in this paper.
II. MATHEMATIC PROBLEM FORMULATION
The overall problem can be formulated into a cross-layer pattern to optimize the secure multimedia content quality with resource efficiency guarantees. The objective of our work is to jointly optimize three parameter categories including video coding (sc), stream authentication (au), and network protocol overhead (pr) in order to achieve the best effort authentication video quality, e.g. to maximize the expected total distortion reduction (E[∆D]), by the optimal allocation of quantization level, authentication dependency and FEC redundancy bits.
subject to the total bit resource budget constraint:
where R s denotes the total transmission bit rate overhead, B max denotes the bit-allocation budget. In the following sections, we will discuss how to solve the cross-layer resource allocation optimization problem in details. 
III. RESOURCE ALLOCATION ANALYSIS WITH SOURCE-AUTHENTICATION-PROTOCOL RATE OPTIMALITY
The goal of this cross-layer problem is to maximize the end-to-end distortion, i.e. the expected video authentication quality. In this paper, we define the authenticated video quality to be the distortion reduction (calculated in terms of the PSNR of Y, the luma component, in the YUV color space) summation of each frame in the video sequence that can be decoded and verified at the receiver. Let ∆D l i denote the distortion reduction brought by l th quantization level in the i th frame of the reconstructed video, N denote the number of total frames in the sequence of video stream, ρ f denote the communication error probability of each frame, ρ a denote the authentication error probability of each frame, and ρ s denote the error probability of its dependent predecessor frame. Φ is the dependency flag, where 1 means the verification is also dependent on its proceeding authenticated frame and 0 means it is signed with an independent signature. The expectation of the total authenticated distortion reduction can be expressed as: 
In this paper, the authenticated video is defined as a sequence of stream reconstructed and verified from received packets. As illustrated in Figure 2 , at the sender, video stream is quantified, signed and protected before transmitting. To reconstruct the secure multimedia content at the receiver side, the sequence of video stream must be decoded and verified by authentication after the packets delivery. In the following three subsections, the contribution of distortion reduction and bit consumption of the three categories is discussed.
A. Source coding rate
The different quantization levels will cause different distortion reductions. Intuitively, high quantization levels will improve the video quality and reduce video quantization distortion. Meanwhile, it will also bring large bit rate consumption. In this paper we adopt five different levels of quantization to count as different source coding rates.
B. Authentication rate
All packets received should be verified by its corresponding signature or hash packets for authentication in secure wireless multimedia networks. Signature packets can be independently authenticated while hash packets should also be verified by its proceeding signature packet. If the signature packet is lost or unverified, the content packets that point to the leading packet are discarded as useless even though they are received successfully. So, the verification probabilities can be improved by increasing the number of frames followed with signature packets. However, this will also increase the overhead size. Note that the computing of a 2048-bits signature is much more complex than that of a hash, which usually takes 128 bits. In this paper, we examine five different authentication modes in the Simple Hash Chain authentication graph (AP) [11] . The interval of hashes between every two signatures is increased by two each time, e.g. SISI, SIIISIII, …, SIIIIIIIIISIIIIIIIII.
C. Communication Protocol overhead
The frame error rate is directly related to packet error rate. But in a very lossy channel, packet rate can be very high. For example, it can be as high as 10e-1 in the deep space environment. For such poor channel condition, most packets cannot be recovered after receiving. To ensure the reliability of the multimedia content at the receiver end, some channel coding technique should be considered in data transmission. Forward Error Correction (FEC) is applied in this paper, which introduces extra redundancy codes into the raw data to overcome the high bit error rate. In such way, some bit errors in the packets do not necessarily cause the packet error, protecting the data from corruption. Therefore, the FEC technique ensures a satisfying success rate of data transmission in very lossy channel conditions. Let e denote the bit error rate, according to [10] , the packet loss ratio ρ can be calculated as
where C is the combination function. As the equation shows, the packet loss ratio is expressed as the summation of all possibilities of combinations of different bit errors and bits successes, with i initialized from M+1 which means that a packet is considered as lost when the number of bit errors is larger than the redundancy bit. By applying FEC to original multimedia stream code before transmission, we can improve the quality performance of data delivery in the channel links of deep space networks.
In the next section, we will propose our algorithm to solve this cross-layer resource allocation problem. 
Algorithm 1 Optimized Transmission Strategy of
i , δ i , ϕ i } | i=[0…,N-1] accordingly.
IV. ALGORITHM DESIGN
As mentioned in earlier sections, there are three transmission categories in a video stream to be optimized according to different bandwidth resource budgets. Let θ i , δ i , ϕ i denote the video quantization mode, authentication mode and channel coding mode of each frame in the video respectively. To obtain the optimized transmission strategy, e.g. a combination of these three modes, we propose a two-step algorithm to solve this optimization problem.
We first analyze for any given input video content, in order to get the bits frame and distortion reduction of every frame in the video sequence. Based on the data acquired in the pre-processing step, we then solve this optimization problem by applying a global searching algorithm, which is computationally intensive with a complexity of Ο(3 N ). Algorithm 1 describes the details of the source-authentication-protocol optimization process: how to determine the optimal transmitting strategy adaptively to resource budget and wireless channel conditions. Simulation
In this section, we provide simulation studies to demonstrate the effectiveness of the optimized SAP transmission resource allocation scheme over traditional schemes. The standard "akiyo" sample video sequence (30 frames in total with a configuration of 358×288 pixels for frame width and height) is encoded using H.264/AVC reference software JM 10.2 [12] , where the distortion reduction of each frame and bit consumption is calculated. For convenience of discussion, each GOP comprises of I-frames only since our scope is focused on the media quality of stream-based authentication. As mentioned earlier, there are five different quality levels in the coded source stream with quantization parameters 50, 40, 30, 20, and 10 . For authentication, we use 1024-bit signature and 128-bit hash to construct the diversity based on the Simple Hash Chain AP, where signatures are amortized among 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 consecutive hashes. On the network protocol side, the FEC redundant bits in a packet are set to 1, 2, and 3 bits, respectively. In simulated secure multimedia wireless communication networks environment, the default communication link bit error rate is 1e-3. Several scenarios of the total communication bit budget are simulated, ranging from 0 to 700000 bits.
The proposed approach is denoted as "Optm", representing the optimized transmitting strategy for the communication resource allocation. For comparison, two traditional fixed resource allocation approaches that maximize and minimize the overhead of each category are denoted as "TradMax" and "TradMin". Figure 3 Video authentication quality performance under different budgets Figure 3 shows the end-to-end authenticated video quality under different length of bit budgets. We can see that the TradMax approach which allocates the largest resource in the three pre-set modes on each transmission, regardless of the length of bit budgets, achieves the best packet delivery quality. However, the communication overhead of this fixed scheme is not suitable for time-varying wireless channel conditions. Similarly, the TradMin approach meets most of the bit budgets but offers the poorest video authentication quality every time. In contrast, the video authentication quality is adaptively increasing with the increasing length of bit budgets, always making the best use of the limited network resource. Figure 4 Results of QoS performance of the proposed SAP scheme (under bandwidth budgets 1600000 bits) Figure 4 shows the numerical results of the distortion reduction of every possible combination of three communication categories in the pre-processed step of our proposed scheme. From analyzing the results in the table, it can be noted that by adding more FEC redundancy bits we can largely increase the video quality gain, since the successful frame delivery probability is largely increased. Also when we add 3 bits into the raw source authenticated video stream, we will always get the highest PSNR in spite of the other two categories, which implies the FEC channel coding overhead has a larger contribution to the video authentication delivery quality.
Another interesting point that caught our attention is that, intuitively, the higher quantization level we choose in the source coding side, the finer are the images in each frame, yielding higher PSNR of the video sequence. However, as shown in Figure 4 , under the FEC 1 and FEC 2 scenarios, the PSNR value of Src. 1 is lower than that of Src. 2. The reason is that higher quantization levels also bring larger packet numbers in the source codestream. With low packet successful rate the frame successful rate will be even lower, thus the total PSNR of frame will decrease.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed a new scheme for improving video authentication quality with limited communication bandwidth.
The source coding, authentication diversity and channel coding were jointly studied to provide secure wireless multimedia communication in poor channel conditions in the IPMN. It is worth noting that more FEC redundancy codes and the highest quantization level are not needed for yielding QoS performance. Compared to the other two categories, the FEC contributes more to the successful transmission probability in the poor channel conditions while consuming less bit budget. Finally, a bit allocation scheme is proposed to optimize the transmission quality of authenticated multimedia content. Simulation results show that the proposed scheme achieves a significant higher distortion reduction than fixed transmission strategy.
